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        ELT Group. 
 Ready to take EMS forward. Again.
        

         We evolved our expertise in leading EMS through proprietary technologies, reaching new domains and answering worldwide protection needs.

        

      

    
    
      
        A NEW ERA

         New name. New identity. Same goal. 

         To be the foremost reliable partner in all domains with over 70 years of leadership in developing proprietary technologies for EMS and cyberspace.

        
          
         
            
          

        

      

    
    
      
        How we work

         We take ourselves beyond while staying true to ourselves.

         Becoming ELT Group means being even more prepared to gather challenges and turn them into new opportunities, enhancing the principles that make us Leader.

        
          
            
              
                
                  
                  

                

                 Electromagnetic spectrum - EMS dominance

                We evolved with foresight, recognizing the immense potential of EMS to address the protection needs in a more and more digitalized world.

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                  

                

                 Proprietary technologies

                 We continue innovating with the development of proprietary technologies in the use of the EMS to bring integrated solutions everywhere in the world.

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                  

                

                 Valuable partnerships

                 The ability to generate effective industrial partnerships to guarantee global protection has made us even broader.

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                  

                

                 Engineering intelligence

                 Our people are the ones shaping the evolution forward, seeing engineering intelligence as a key to unlock a safer, more stable and sustainable world.

              

            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  OUR Solutions

                   Integrated multi-domain solutions.

                   The pursuit of pioneering led us to enter new domains, in addition to the core domain of Defense. Through them, we convey our vertical expertise and our ability to create comprehensive multi-domain solutions.

                

              

              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        Defence
                      
                      
                        
                          We are a world leader in Electronic Warfare with state-of-the-art technology portfolio of proprietary technologies that integrates several capabilities into software defined systems. This allows to perform Electronic Defence, ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance), Asset and Information Protection in a multi domain approach.

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Cyber
                      
                      
                        
                          We position our Cyber EW and Intelligence portfolio through innovative solutions, to ensure technological sovereignty in cyber resilience and cyber intelligence.

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Critical Infrastructure protection and security
                      
                      
                        
                          We deliver superior technology for tailored solutions. Our capabilities include surveillance, enforcement, support operations and public safety. With an open modular architecture, our turnkey solutions combine diverse sensors, hosted as needed.

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Space
                      
                      
                        
                          ELT Group has a range of solution based on knowledge in the EMSO (ElectroMagnetic Spectrum Operations) and Cyber domains to protect what matters, even from Space as it is becoming crucial to enable Intelligence, Security and Defence activities.


                          DISCOVER MORE ABOUT SPACE 
                

                          

                        

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Biodefence
                      
                      
                        
                          The vocation for the safety of people and the willingness to anticipate the threat led us to transfer our knowledge in the Electromagnetic Spectrum to the biodefense sector. We already developed disruptive technologies to inactivate COVID-19 and other respiratory viruses to contribute to the current and future pandemic threat.

                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

    
    
      

    
    
      

      
        
          
            
              
                new tech lab

                 What’s next? We’re already keen on it.

                There are no impossible solutions, but solutions that have not yet been invented. This is the purpose of the ELT Group's New Tech Lab, where the most pioneering uses of EMS are studied and innovated.
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        Investee companies

        Meet our industrial partners.

        
          
            
              
                cy4gate

                 To answer an unconventional demand for cybersecurity

                CY4GATE operates in the cyber market at 360 °, with proprietary products that meet both the needs of information collection and analysis and security: QUIPO, in the world of Cyber Intelligence; RTA, Cyber Digital Twin, Cyber Threat Intelligence and Pronto Cyber in the world of Cyber Security.

                Visit Cy4gate
                
              

            

            
              
                 E4Life

                 When EMS supports people protection

                E4life born from the alliance between ELT Group and Lendlease. It’s the first Italian company in Biodefence aimed to further develop E4SHIELD: a technology not invasive, capable of destroying in real time aerosol respiratory viruses through electromagnetic waves, in presence of people. The best and widest virus protection experience protecting environments and securing people.

                Visit e4life 
                
              

            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        Global presence

        Go Global. Go Bold.

         As ELT Group, we have the potential to get our innovative solutions worldwide. Our presence covers 10 countries, located in Europe, Middle East and Asia.
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 Deutschland
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Egypt
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KSA
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INDIA
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singapore
                

              

            

          

        

        
      

    
    
      

    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                
                   Work with us

                   Ready to join us in shaping the future?

                   ELT Group is searching for innovative thinkers, boundary breakers, and enthusiastic talents to shape global protection through innovation. 

                  discover the open positions 
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                   ELT Group is searching for innovative thinkers, boundary breakers and enthusiastic talents to shape global protection through innovation. 

                  discover the open positions  ELT Group
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        Follow us

         ELT Group website is under construction. But our social media are always updated.

        
          

        

         Keep following our evolution on LinkedIn and Twitter where we will release all ELT Group news, updates and innovations.
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                  COntact us

                  Let's spark a conversation.
Contact us.
                  

                

              

              
                
                  
                    
                      
                        
                          EMAIL

                          info@elt.it

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Head office

                           Via Tiburtina Valeria Km 13, 700 - 00131, Rome - Italy

                        

                      

                      
                        
                          Contacts

                           +39 06 41541
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